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Welcome to Sirios Hotel

in a dreamy location of Lefkada island, Kathisma Beach
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Sirios Hotel 
 Kathisma Beach Lefkada

The Seat offers options for all tastes. One can enjoy the sun and the sea in a quiet spot, have fun at a beach bar and have lunch at one of the taverns in the area. Lovers of sea sports will find here the right setting for a multitude of activities, such as windsurfing, kitesurfing, and for the mountain option, paragliding is a unique experience.
As well as lovers of relaxing yoga and pilates sports, this is the right place since the music from the waves relaxes you.
PARAPENDE (Kathisma beach) - the west coast offers excellent conditions for flying almost all year round - mainly March-November. And the view... imagine all the most beautiful beaches of the island from a bird's eye view! It is definitely an unforgettable experience.
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WELCOME TO SIRIOS HOTEL


beauty in a picturesque retreat
 The hotel consists of apartments, equipped with all modern comforts in order to make you feel at home. The pool is a true ornament, as it offers probably, the best view in the region. Here you will enjoy your swim looking at the immense blue of the Sea and the green fields which surround the hotel.
View more
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Your Dream Getaway in Kathisma, Lefkada


Hotel Sirios is built in a dreamy location of Lefkada island, Kathisma. It is a family run business. More and more travelers choose Sirios Hotel for their holidays year after year. The privileged location of Sirios, right above Kathisma beach, offers uninterrupted views of the sea and the mountain. Kathisma is the most organized beach of Lefkada. Here you will experience an unforgettable vacation in a clear, azure beach.
View more











Peace & Tranquility


Elevate the Experience
 	Swimming pool
	Free parking
	Bar & pool bar
	Free Wi-Fi
	Non smoking areas
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The hospitable and warm ambience of Sirios Hotel


Will make your holidays here an unforgettable experience!
 Reserve a room












Accommodation in Kathisma Beach - Lefkada


Comfortable & modern rooms
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Double room with sea view



 30 m²     2 persons    1 double bed or 2 single beds











Request




View more


 Accommodation
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Apartment with sea view single space



 40 m²     2 persons    1 double bed











Request




View more


 Accommodation
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Apartment with sea view double space



 40 m²     4 persons    1 double bed and 2 single beds











Request




View more


 Accommodation






















Guests' impressions






"Great stay"


Great staff, great prices, great location, great everything! Coming also from a seaside city, I tend to be over critical about resorts and accomodation or services. Frustrating it was indeed! Nothing to complain about... and the first 100% positive review I ever gave. Congrats Sirios!








"Great Hotel, Great Beach, Great Time !!!!"


I was there with my girl for 6 nights in July. Hotel Sirios is the best choice with the perfect view, if you want to spend your holiday near one of the best beach in Lefkada. The room was big and clean, cleaning was every day. We had a awesome time and we kindly recomand. The hotel is close to the beach it has a pool and the complex is very clean and full of exotic plants. Plenty of parking spaces.








"Superb"


An excellent location on the island of Lefkada, very good conditions, a hotel for a great holiday.








"Best accomodation in Lefkada!"


We were here for 9 nights in June. Hotel Sirios is the perfect choice, if you want to spend your holiday near a beautiful beach in Lefkada.
The room was big and clean, cleaning was every day. We had a nice view from our room to beach, pool and sunset, it was amazing every day. We loved it.
Pool area was perfect too.
You have only to walk 3-5 minutes down to the beach.
Wifi internet is free, you can use only with code!
We enjoyed our stay very much!








"1st time in 2"


Very clean, they have AC, we asked for a lot of info, and things, i think we were the only tourists without a car. But..Thanos, the receptionist was so great helping us, also John, the owner took us to the main city couple of times.
The view from their little, swimming pool is absolutely stunning.
And almost all their rooms have sea view. I would say best hotel in Kathisma.
Def we recomand this hotel, for the excelent service from Thanos, John and Zoe.








"Best hotel in Lefkada"


I enjoyed a wonderful stay at this excellent hotel. Everything was perfect - food, pool, pool bar, all with superb service by friendly professional staff. Especially the beautiful and caring Matina, in my opinion the best hostess in Lefkada.








"Exceptional"


Hotel is perfect! Rooms are big, clean, cleaned every day. View is beautifull, you can see whole Kathisma beach. Breakfast is served in bar at the pool. We didn't use the pool because beach is very near, 100m down hill. The whole hotel is covered by Wi-Fi network. There is enough parking spaces for all hotel guests. We didn't have problems with mosquitoes or other insects. The staff is very friendly.








"If you go to Lefkada, this is it"


If you go to the amazing Lefkada island and want a nice hotel with sea view, this is where to go, I honestly doubt you find a hotel on the island with a better location, view, and also for a very good price. We went in september, which I think must be the best time to go, the temperatures are nice, not very hot ( like july / august ) and certainly not cold either ( we had 25 - 28 degrees in the afternoon ). You see all of the Kathisma beach from the balcony.
Value for money: I believe nothing beats this in Lefkada, just go there, nothing more to say : )








"Perfect!"


Simply one of the best locations in the world!We love this hotel!








"Great view, stunning sunset !!!"


We stayed at Sirios for 8 nights (from 9/7 to 17/7/2016). First of all, the sea view from the room was stunning. You can watch one of the best sunsets you’ve ever seen. Rooms were big and clean. The service was very good from friendly people. The pool was clean with a nice water temperature and the view from there to the Kathisma beach was great. You can reach the beach in 5 min walking. One of the best holidays we’ve ever had!!!
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Make a reservation


Book now
 














Contact us
Sirios Hotel
Hotel in Kathisma beach - Lefkada
  Kathisma Beach - Ionian Islands - 31100 Lefkada - Greece 
   Tel/Fax +30 26450 97025
  Mobile +30 6936485991 
   info@sirios-hotel.gr



 Check-in 15:00 Check-out 11:00 
  Open 1.05 - 15.10 
ΜΗΤΕ: 0831Κ032Α0090300
The property does not cooperate with Booking
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Newsletter

Subscribe to our mailing list
Notes
Name
insert your email
Sign up













GDPR  By using this website, you are agreeing to our policy concerning Data privacy protection.
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